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WEIGHTED NORM INEQUALITIES FOR THE

CONJUGATE FUNCTION AND HILBERT TRANSFORM

BY

RICHARD HUNT(l), BENJAMIN MUCKENHOUPT(2) AND RICHARD WHEEDEN(3)

ABSTRACT.   The principal problem considered is the determination of all non-

negative functions  W(x) with period   277  such that

i" \Jie)\pwie)de<c C \fie)\pwie)de
J — n J — 7r

where   1 < p < °°,   f has period  277,   C  is a constant independent of /, and /    is

the conjugate function defined by

fj8-<p)d(f>

The main result is that  W(x)  is such a function if and only if

1/7-1

7(0)= iim   - f fie-4>)d4>
* Am.+   77 Jes|</>|<rr   2 tan  0/2

f_L f wi$de\[±- f Vwie)Yïnp-l)dï?(
\_\i\ji     JLi/iJ' J

<K

where /  is any interval, |/|   denotes the length of / and  K  is a constant indepen-

dent of /.

Various related problems are also considered.   These include weak type

results, the nonperiodic case, the discrete case, an application to weighted mean

convergence of Fourier series, and an estimate for one of the functions in the

Fefferman and Stein decomposition of functions of bounded mean oscillation.

1.  Introduction.   The natural weighted norm inequality problem for the conju-

gate function is the characterization of those finite nonnegative Borel measures

7?2 on  [- 77, 77]  for which

(1.1) [j^       17(0)1^772(0)]     P    <    C\f_n    |/(0)|^77Z(0)]

for a given  p,   1 < p < °°, with   C independent of   /.  In order for such a norm

inequality to hold, however, it is necessary that  772 be absolutely continuous with

respect to Lebesgue measure; see  [7]  and  [4, p. 373]-  Thus we may express
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dmíO) = W(6)dd where  W is non negative and rewrite (1.1) as

(1.2) Tj^   \Tí9)\pWÍd)dd\   P < c\jn_n 1/(0)1^(0)^1^.

The problem of characterizing those weight functions   W for which  (1.2)

holds with p = 2 was solved by H. Helson and G. Szego in [7l. Their remarkable

result is that  W satisfies (1.2) with p = 2 if and only if WÍ6) = exp(fX<9) + Vid))

where   U and   V are bounded functions and the strict inequality   || V||     < rz/2  holds.

It is a relatively simple matter to prove the sufficiency of this condition by

adapting the classical  M.  Riesz proof of the   L    boundedness of the conjugate

function; see Lemma 6 below and [5Í.  The proof of the necessity is more difficult

and is based in part on a duality argument for the Hardy space  H .

For p / 2 Forelli in [4] obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for W

to satisfy (1.2) but the condition is difficult to apply. Other sufficient conditions

have been given in [l], [4], [5], and [12].

Our solution to the problem has several interesting features.  Our condition is

simple to state, it is a necessary and sufficient condition for both strong and weak

type inequalities, and it is the same as the condition for norm inequalities of the

Hardy-Littlewood maximal function as proved in [9].

To state our main result we will use the following notation.   For an interval

/,   |/|   is the length of  /.   For functions  / with period  2rz,

1   r fí8-A)dA
77 J(<

Tfie) = sup
<f >0 í"     2 tan A/2

D    is the subset of [-77, 77] where  |/(0)| > a and Ea is the subset of [-77, n]

where  TfiQ) > a.  For p= 1,

(/; [gid)]-^p-i)ddy~l

will be taken to mean  ess supge/ l/|g(0)|, and  0 • °o  will be taken to be   0.   To

avoid complications in one pathological case, / id) and  Tfid) will be assigned

the value  °°  if  / is not integrable.  The theorem we will prove in the periodic

case is the following.

Theorem 1.   // WÍ9)   is nonnegative and has period 2rt and 1 < p < 00, then the

following statements are equivalent; if p = 1  statements (a), (d), and (e) are

equivalent.

(a) There is a constant  C, independent of I, such that for every interval I,

\p-\
< C.

(b) There is a constant C, independent of f, such that for every f of period

277,

[w\iim^[v\^imY^'^
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r    |/Í0)!PW(0)a-0<C   f*   \fid)\pWÍ6)dd.
J — n J — n

(c) There is a constant  C, independent of f, such that for every f of period

277,

f [Tfid)]pwid)dd<c ("  \fid)\p wid)dd.
J-n J-n

(d) There is a constant C, independent of f and a, such that for every f of

period 2t7 and every  a > 0,

f     Wid)d6< Caf   P    \fíd)\pWÍ6)dd.
JDa J-„

(e) There is a constant C, independent of f and a, such that for every f of

period 2n and every a > 0,

f     Wi6)dd< Ca~p   i"    \fid)\pWid)dO.
JE — J-n

a

Condition (a) in Theorem 1 was used in an equivalent form by Rosenblum in

[14] to characterize weight functions which give norm inequalities for the Poisson

integtal.  It was also used in   [9] to characterize weight functions for the Hardy-

Littlewood maximal function.

It should be noted that if 1^(0) satisfies statement  (a) and for some

/,/, WiO)dd = <*>, then f} [WÍd)]~ 1/(p~ l)dd = 0 for every interval  /.  Therefore,

WÍ0) = oo for almost every  0.  Similarly, if   f{ [w(0)]~ 1/(p~ 1 )dd = <*>  for some   /,

then WÍ6) = 0 for almost every   0.  Except for these two pathological cases a W

that satisfies statement (a) satisfies   0 < WÍ8) < oo almost everywhere and W(0)

and   [W(0)]-1/(p-1) are integrable on   [-77, 77].

An application of Theorem 1 to mean convergence of Fourier series is given

in §6. Results like Theorem 1 are true for the Hilbert transform and the discrete

Hilbert transform. The exact statements and sketches of their proofs are given in

§§7  and  8.

The various equivalences in Theorem 1  are particularly interesting for  p = 2

for then statement  (a) has a particularly simple form and expresses a condition

equivalent to the one given by Helson and Szego.   There are other interesting

formulations in this case.  To state these the notation

1     p    Íl-r2)gí6-cp)dcp
Pig, r,0) = — --

2n   J~n    1 -2r cos zpAr2

will be used for the Poisson integral.  These formulations are as follows.

Theorem 2.   // W(0)  is nonnegative and has period 2n, then the following

statements are equivalent.

(a)  There is a constant  C, independent of I, such that for every interval I,

\± f W(6)de\\± ( JêJ<Lui J/       JL|/| j' wío)\ -
C.
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(b) There are bounded functions UÍd) and VÍ6) of period 2rt with ||V(0)|| <

tz/2 such that WÍ6) = exp[UÍd) + VÍ0)] or WÍ6) = 0 almost everywhere or WÍ6) = ~

almost everywhere.

(c) There is a constant  C, independent of r and 6, such that for all 6 and

0 < r < 1,   PÍW, r, 0)P(1/W, r, 0) < C.

(d) There is a constant  C, such that for all 6 and 0 < r < 1,   PÍW, r, d) <

C exp[P(log W, r, 0)]  and PÍ1/W, r, 0) < C exp[P(-log W, r,  6)].

(e) There is a constant C, independent of I, such that for all intervals I,

~  f{ exp[|log W(d) - D,|] d6<C

for some D. depending on   I or W(0) = 0  almost everywhere or WÍd) = °°  almost

everywhere.

Another interesting consequence of Theorem 1   is that it gives information

concerning the size of one of the functions in the Fefferman and Stein decomposi-

tion of functions of bounded mean oscillation.

Theorem 3.   Assume that fid)  has period 2zr and is of bounded mean oscilla-

tion.   Let A  be the least upper bound of all real numbers, a, such that WÍ6) =

exp afiO)  satisfies statement (a) of Theorem 2.   Let  B  be the greatest lower

bound of all b such that fid)  can be written in the form  UÍ0) + vid)  with  UÍd)

bounded and \VÍd)\ < b.   Then  B = zr/2A.

Theorems 1—3 are consolidations of various results in §§2—5-  In §2 various

properties are proved for functions satisfying the condition in part  (a) of Theo-

rem 1.  In  §3  these results are used to prove that for  p > 1   statement (a) in Theo-

rem 1   implies statements  (b) and  (c); these implications are called Theorems 4

and 5-  Their proofs are based on three main points: the Calderon-Zygmund decom-

position; the fact from  [9]  that if   W  satisfies statement (a) for a p > 1   it also

satisfies it for a smaller value of p; and finally results from  [3]  characterizing

functions of bounded mean oscillation.

In Theorem 1 the implications (c) =■» (e), (e)=»(d), and (b)=>(d) are trivial. There-

fore, the proof of Theorem 1  for p > 1  can be completed by proving that (d)=>(a).

This is relatively simple and is done in §5-  For p = 1  Theorem 1  is proved by

showing that (a) implies  (e) and (d) implies (a) since  (e) trivially implies (d).

The proof that  (a) implies  (e) is given in  §4 while the proof that  (e) implies  (a)

is in  §5.

Theorem 2  is largely a by-product of the proof of Theorem 1.  The equivalence

of parts  (a) and  (b) follows from the equivalence of part  (a) with part  (b) of

Theorem 1  for  p = 2  and the Helson-Szego result mentioned above.   Lemma 3

shows that  (a) implies   (c) while the converse is trivial.   Lemma 4  is the proof
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that  (a) is equivalent to  (e).   Part  (c) implies part  (d) by use of the fact, obtained

from Jensen's inequality, that the opposite inequalities in  (d) are ttue for any

function.   Patt (d) implies   (c) trivially.

Theorem 3  is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.  If A > 0 then given a

satisfying  0 < a < A  there is an a.> a such that  exp a.fid) satisfies statement

(a) of Theorem 2.   By statement  (b) there are bounded functions   (/(0)  and   VÍ6)

such that  ||V/(0)||oo < tt/2  and  a j/(0) = (7(0) + V(0)  for almost all  0.   Then  B <

n/2a. < n/2a, and it follows that  B < n/2A.  This is also ttue fot A = 0. Con-

versely, if B < °°, given  b > B thete are bounded functions   U id) and  VÍ0) such

that fid) = UÍ6) +VÍ6) and  || V(<9>||00 < b.   Then nfid)/2b satisfies statement (b)

of Theorem 2.  Since it also must satisfy statement  (a), n/2b < A.  It follows that

77/2Ö < A; this is also true for   B = 00.   This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Throughout this paper  C will denote a constant not necessarily the same at

each occurrence.

2.   Facts about the  A    condition.   A function  W(x) will be said to satisfy the

A     condition with constant  C, if   W(x) is nonnegative,  0 < WÍx) < 00  on a set of

positive measure, C < °°  and for every interval  /,

(2.1) f-p- J;  rK*)¿*lí-i  j¡ [Wixft-WP-VdxY '1<C.

For p - 1  the convention stated before Theorem 1  makes  (2.1) equivalent to the

statement   W (x) < CWÍx) where

(2.2) W*ix)= sup - fy  Wit)dt
1      y — x J x

y/x    >

is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of   W(x).

Two simple observations about the  A     condition will be used repeatedly.   If

W(x) satisfies the condition  A     with constant   C for some  p > 1, then for every

r > p Holder's inequality shows that   M^x) satisfies condition  A    with constant  C.

It also follows directly from the definition that if  W(x) satisfies the  A     condition

with constant   C fot some  p > 1, then  [W(x)l~   ''p-') satisfies the condition  A.

with constant  C '''P-l) wnere   l/p+ \/p' = 1.  The following result from  [9]  will

also be needed.

Lemma A.   //  1 < p < <» and WÍx) satisfies condition A    with constant  C,

then there are constants  r and K, depending only on p and C, such that  1 < r < p

and WÍx)  satisfies condition A    with constant  K.
1 r

This is essentially Lemma 5 of  [9]; for a proof see  [9].

The following result of Stein and Fefferman concerning functions of bounded

mean oscillation will also be needed.  As usual, a function f(x) will be defined
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to be of bounded mean oscillation if there is a constant   K such that for every

interval   /,

171 ¿ "(>
A\dx < K

for some  A depending on /.

Lemma B.   // hid)  is of bounded mean oscillation and has period 2n, then

there exist bounded functions Ad),   vid) with period 2n such that hid) = a(0) +

v id) for almost every 0.

This result was announced in [2] and proved in [3l for the nonperiodic case.

The proof for the periodic case is the same.

The following lemmas will be needed in  §3  to prove that  A     is a sufficient

condition for a function to be a weight function.  Some have been stated in a

stronger form than needed when the result was interesting and the proof was simple.

Lemma 1. // 1 < p < °° and WÍx) satisfies the A condition with constant C,

then there is a constant K, depending only on p and C, such that for every inter-

val I,

\l\p-lWix)dx  ,    Kr        |i|"   ^x)dx<±  r   ^

JxH     |x_ a\P      - |/| Ji

where a.  denotes the center of I.

By Lemma A  there are constants   r and  D, depending only on  p and  C, such

that   1 < r < p and   W(x) satisfies condition  A    with constant  D . We will show

that  (2.3) holds with   K = Dp/(p - r). Without loss of generality we may take   / to

have the form  [-h, h]; it will then be sufficient to show that

(2.4) f~ x-pW(x)dx< ?2£-L   fb Wix)dx.
Jh -    p-r   JO

Since   W(x) satisfies condition  A    with constant   D, for every y. > 0,

lr-1

J"oy Wix) dx If* [Wix)] -1/(r"I) dx~\ ' '   < Dyr.

This immediately implies that for y > h,

(2.5) y~"~l\Syh  W(*H Tío   [W^)]"1/(r"1)^] '   ' ^ Of'"-1.

By Holder's inequality applied to /* [W(x)] l/r[WÍx)]~ l/r dx we obtain

[/* MxÏÏ-W'-VdxY'1 >hrïfhQ vMdxV1.

Using this in (2.5) leads to
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(2.6) y-p-1   F Wix)dx< Dh-TyT-p-X   \h Wix)dx.
J h J 0

Now integrate   (2.6) in  y from  h to  oo.  Interchanging the otder of integration on

the left and performing the integration oh the right leads immediately to  (2.4).

Lemma 2.   // 1 < p < «,   w(x) satisfies the A    condition and J*   ^ \fix)\pWÍx)dx

<oo, then /^ |/(x)|(l + |x|)_1ax < oo.

By Holder's inequality if  p > 1, the integral in the conclusion of Lemma 2  is

bounded by

\l/prr°° [wix)]-^p-l)dxV/p'
(2.7) [j! !/W|puAAx]   Tjj

(1 + 1*1)* J
The first part of  (2.7) is finite by hypothesis.   It was obsetved above that if  W(x)

satisfies the  1   condition then  W(x)~ l/f-p~      satisfies the condition  A^,.  Then
P P

using Lemma 1 shows that the second integral in (2.7) is bounded by a constant

times   f_ , [W(x)]~      p~     dx.   This last integral is finite since the pathological

case that would make it infinite was ruled out in the definition of A   .  This
P

completes the proof of Lemma 2  for  p > 1.   If  p = 1,

W(x) > CW*ix) > -   f1    Wiy) dy.
1  4- I rl    J — 1

Since  J    . Wiy) dy > 0, the conclusion also follows in this case.

Lemma 3. If 1 < p < 2 and W(x) satisfies the A condition with constant C,

then there is a constant K, depending only on p and C such that for every inter-

val I,

11 WÍx) dx       Kf       \m*dx<KL   r  w{x)dx

Jx*>    (x-af)2    -  \I\   J>

where  a. denotes the center of I.

This follows immediately from Lemma 1   since if  W(x) satisfies such an  A

condition, it also satisfies  A2.

Lemma 4.   W(x) satisfies the A7  condition if and only if there is a constant

K, such that for every interval I,

(2.8) —   f  exp[|log Wix) - log A\]dx< K

for some A > 0 depending on  I.

If  W(x) satisfies the A2 condition with constant  C, fix  / and let A =

\l\~l j. W(x)dx.  The left side of   (2.8) is then bounded by
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,n n. If   Hx) dx        1     f    A dx

(2-9) 17] Ji "X-+ jTï Ji iw •

Substituting in the value of A   shows that the first term of (2.9) is   1  and by the

A2 condition the second term is bounded by  C.  This proves (2.8) with   K = C + 1.

If (2.8) is true, fix an   / and observe that

to in\ If   ^ix) dx        I     f   Adx If r,
ai0)    [7j J, -r" + |7] J, m $ l + |7] Xexp[|log WU) -lo* A^dx>

and the right side of (2.10) is bounded by   K + 1   for some   A.   The value of A

that minimizes the left side of  (2.10)  is

[/, "wvr, er
so the left side of (2.10) must be bounded by   K + 1   for this value of A.   This

immediately gives condition  A2 with constant ÍK + \)  /4.

Lemma 5.   // 1 < p < o°,   V/(x)  satisfies the condition  A     then log >V(x)  z's of

bounded mean oscillation.

If  p = 2, Lemma 4  asserts that  (2.8) is true.   An application of Jensen's

inequality to  (2.8) then shows that

exp — J    | log W(x) - log A | dx < K

for some  A > 0.   Then  log W(x) is of bounded mean oscillation by the definition.

If  1 < p < 2,   W(x) satisfies   A    by Holder's inequality so the previous applies.

If  2 < p < °°,   [W(x)]~     ^p~      satisfies condition  A  ,; this again implies that

log W(x)  is of bounded mean oscillation.

3.   Periodic sufficiency results for  p > 1.   This section will be devoted to

proving the following theorems.

Theorem 4.   If I < p < °°  and W(&)  has period 2n and satisfies the  A     condi-

tion, then there is a constant  C, independent of f, such that

f   \7íd)\pwíd)dd<c f \jid)\pv/id)dd
J — 7T J — tT

for every function f with period 2n.

Theorem 5.   // 1 < p < <*>  and Wid)  has period 2rr and satisfies the A    condi-

tion then there is a constant  C, independent of f, such that

f  [Tfid)]pwid)dd<c f"   \fid)\pwid)dd
J—n J — n

for every function f with period 2v.

These theorems will be proved by establishing a series of lemmas.
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A function  W(0)  will be said to satisfy the Helson-Szego condition if it is

nonnegative, has period  2z7 and there exist functions   UÍ8) and   VÍ6) of period  277

such that   UÍ6) is bounded,  V(0)  is bounded by a constant less than  77/2  and

WÍd) = expVuid) + V(0)] for almost every 0.  The first lemma, Lemma 6, is a Riesz

type proof that the Helson-Szego condition is sufficient to insure that  W is a

weight function for   L  .  This is, of course, a consequence of the proof in  [7l; it

is also contained in [5l.  The proof given here is a special case of the one given

in  [5]; it is included here since it is simpler than the proofs in either  [5l  or  [7].

Lemma 6.   // W(0)  satisfies the Helson-Szego condition, then there is a con-

stant C, independent of f, such that for every fid)  of period 2n,

r    |/Í0)|2W(0A0<C   P    |/(0)| 2W(0)¿0.
J—n J—n

Since  exp 1/(0)  is bounded above and also below away from zero, we may

assume from the beginning that  WÍd) = exp Vid).  By [13, Vol. I, p. 254], WÍd) is

integrable on [-77, 77].  Let  W(z),   V(z), and  V(z),  z= re    , denote the Poisson

integrals of W, V, and   V respectively.  The function w(z) = exptvAA z'V(z)] is

analytic and satisfies   |az(z)| < WÍz) by Jensen's inequality.  Therefore, w(z) belongs

to the Hardy space   HX.  Its boundary values   w(el   ) are   W(0)[cos Vid) - i sin V(0)1

and since   lAH^ < 77/2, there is a positive constant   C, depending only on   ||V||   ,

such that  CWÍd) < Re wie'6) < WÍd) and  C\wiei9)\ < Re wiei6) < \wiei6)\.

Let fid) be any ttigonometric polynomial and let  F(z) be the bounded ana-

lytic function which is the Poisson integral of fid) + if id).  Since  [FÍz)]   wiz) is

harmonic, we have for  0 < r < 1,

~   f    [FÍre'e)]2wíre'e)dd=[FÍO)]2wíO).
277   J-n

Letting   r —» 1 ~, we obtain

(3.1) A-   r    [fíd)+ iJíd)]2wíeie)dd=[FÍO)]2wiO).
In  J-n

Here   [f(0)P = [(l/2rr) ("_n fid)dd]2 is real and nonnegative and  Re wio) =

cos [(I/277) f"     VÍd) dd]  is positive.  Hence taking real parts in  (3.1) we have

r    [([/(0)]2 - [7(0)]2) Re wieie) - 2/(0)7(0) Im wiei9)]dd > 0,
J — n

or since all integrals are finite,

f    V7id)]2T.ewieie)dd<   Ç"   [fid)]2Rewiei0)dd-2   ("   fid)J\d)lmwieie)dd.
J—n J—n J—n

By our remarks above there is a positive constant  C such that

f*w V7id)]2wid)dd<c(f_^ Vfid)]2wid)dd+ Ç^ \fíd)Jíd)\wíd)dd\.
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If we apply Schwarz's inequality to the second term on the right and denote

A2=   C    [T(d)]2Wid)dd    and    B2=   f    [fid)]2 W(0) dd,
J—n J-it

we obtain  A2 < CÍB2 + AB)  or  (A/ß)2 < C[ÍA/B) + l].  Therefore, there is a   Cp

depending only on  C, such that A/B < C..  Since   W is integrable on [-77, 77],

trigonometric polynomials are dense in the space of functions with norm

if"n [fid)]2Wid)ddY/2 < co and the lemma follows.

Lemma 7.   Let p satisfy  1 < p < 2, let W(0)  satisfy the A     condition and

the Helson-Szego condition.   Then there is a constant  C  independent of f such

that

fD   wid)dd<ca~p f*   \fid)\pWid)dd
a

for all a > 0 and all functions f with period 2tt.

If the integral on the right side of the conclusion is infinite, the lemma is

immediate.  We may, therefore, exclude this case; Lemma 2  then shows that / is

integrable on  [-77,-77]  and  ¡id) exists for almost every  0.

Fix an  a > 0 and fid) for which the right side of the conclusion is finite.  If

iln \fid)\dd>2na,

fD wíd)dd<£n w(0*[¿- j; i/o»!*]*.

Holder's inequality shows that the right side of this inequality is bounded by

i2na)~* ( f^  WiÖ)dd\{f"n [Wid)]-WP-r>doY'~1(f"it  |/(0)|PW(0) dd\,

and a use of the   A„  condition shows that this has the desired bound.
P

If fZn 1/(0)I d@ < 2na, the usual Calderon-Zygmund decomposition (Theorem

4, p. 17 of [ll]) can be applied to fid) considered as a function defined only on

[-77, 77]. Using [-77, 77] as the initial interval, this will give a sequence of inter-

vals  /,   with disjoint interiors such that   |/(0)| < a for almost every  0 that is in

[- 77, 77J  but not in  \J I,   and

(3.2) a< r~\ í¡ \f{d)\d6<2a-

Define  g(0) = fid) for 0 in [-77, 77] - \Jlk,  g(Ô) = il/\lk\) f,   f(A) dA for 0 in

/,   and define it outside  [-rz, 77]  so that it will have period   2zr.  Define   bid) =

fid) - gid).  Let  Ga be the subset of [-77, 77] where   |gi0)| > a/2 and let  Ba be

the subset of [-77, 77] where  \bid)\ > a/2.  Then  since  DQ C BQ u G     it will be

sufficient to show that

(3-3) f    Wid)dd<Ca-p   fn   \fid)\pWid)d6
a
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and

(3.4) f    wid)dd<Ca~p   P   |/(0)|pW(0)a-0
•'G. J-n

a

where the   C is independent of  /.

To prove (3-3) first define  /,   to be the interval with the same center as  /,

but which is three times as long.  Let H,   be the union of /,   with the two inter-

vals obtained by translating  /,   by 277 and let A = [~ rz, 77 A \JH,.   A is defined

this way so that the periodic extension of A  does not intersect any   /, .   Then

/B    WÍd) dd is bounded by the sum of

(3-5) £  f    wid)dd
k   Hk

and

(3.6) I   f   |7(0)|W(0A0.
a JA

Because of (3.2), (3.5) is bounded by

(3.7) £ -i-   f   |/(0)| ¿öY 3 L Wid)dO.
**' .   *

Using Holder's inequality shows that this is bounded by   3 times

(3.8)   W-rVf Í, \f(6)\pwid)dd(fj Md)]-1/(p-l)dd)P'   Lwid)dd.
k \a\lk\f    Jlk \ 'k / J'k

Now enlarging the interval of integration in the middle integral to  /,   and using

the  A     condition shows that  (3.8) is bounded above by

a-p £ c(^X f  \fid)\pwid)dd.
k    \\lk\/ J'k

Since  (|/, |/|/t|) = 3, this shows that (3-5) is bounded by the right side of  (3-3)

with a suitable   C.

To show that  (3-6)  also has the desired bound, write it in the form

(3.9)

This is bounded by

(3.10)

- r w(0) z X
a Ja ,    Ji

bicfAdcp

- E i w(0) r
a   ^ JA J\

k      -k  2 tan (0 - <p)/2

bid)dd

dd.

2 tan(0- cp)/2

Now let cpk be the center of lk and let Jk be the complement of /^ in [-77 + cpk,

77 + 0,].  Because the inner integral in (3.10) is a periodic function of 0 and

A H ff,   is empty (3-10) is bounded above by
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(3.11) y f   wie)  f  _fe(^
T/J//1'   J',   2tan(0-c </>)/2

dd.

By its definition /.    bÍA) dA = 0 so (3.11) equals

(3.12)       \  I f   W(0)   /f
«0) «0)

a"0.
-'*  2 tan (0-0)/2       2 tan (0 - 0^/2

Now   |/fe| < 7z so that  |0 - 0| < 3rz/4 and clearly  |0 - 0J/2 < n/2.  Therefore,

there is a constant  C, such that

i i I       c\u
(3.13)

2 tan (0 - 0)/2 2 tanid - Ak)/2\ ~ (ß - A )''

Now taking the absolute value sign inside the inner integral in (3.12), inter-

changing the order of integration and using (3-13) then shows that (3-12) is

bounded above by

CC  ^ r r    wid)\l,\dd

Jk   id-Ak)2

Now Lemma 3  shows that this is bounded by

(3.14) ï ç(Cà i«Htei i. *•>*
By its definition

/    |«0)|¿0=J"     A^-jf; J,   /(Ö)*   #<2/;   |/(0)|^.

Substituting this into  (3.14) shows that  (3.14) is bounded above by

(3.15) fC^ií/iJ^I^ÍX,^*)-
Now  (3.2) shows that  (3.15) is bounded by

This can now be shown to be bounded by the right side of (3-3) in the same way

that this was shown for (3.7). This completes the proof of (3.3)-

To prove  (3.4), start with the fact that the left side of (3.4) is bounded by

(3.16) 4a~2   P    |g id)|2 Wid)dd.
J -n

Since  W satisfies the Helson-Szego condition, Lemma 6 shows that (3.16) is

bounded by
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(3.17) Ca~2   f    |g(0)|2W(0)a-0.
J—n

By its definition   |g(0)| < 2a for almost all  0; therefore, since  p < 2 (3.17) is

bounded by

(3.18) Ca~p £   \gid)\pWid)dd.

Now  (3.18) can be written in the form

Ca~p fr     :       \¡íd)\pwíd)dd
J[-n.n\-\Jlk

+ Ca~p   £    f. [-L J     1/(0)^01^(0)^0.

The second term can now be estimated in the way that (3.7) was.  This completes

the proof of Lemma 7.

Lemma 8.   Let p satisfy  1 < p < 2, let WÍd) satisfy the A    condition and

the Helson-Szego condition.   Then there is a constant  C, independent of f, such

that

r  \Jid)\pwíd)dd<c f  \fid)\pwid)dd
J—n J—n

for every f with period 2n.

By Lemma A there is an r satisfying 1 < r < p such that WÍd) satisfies the

condition A . By Lemma 7 thete is a constant C, independent of /, such that for

a > 0,

fD wid)dd<ca~r f"   \fid)\rwid)dd.
a

By Lemma 6 there is also a constant   C such that for  a > 0,

f   wid)dd<ca~2 r  \fid)\2wid)dd.
JO ~ J-n

a

The conclusion of Lemma 8 then follows immediately from the Marcinkiewicz

interpolation theorem, [13, Vol. II, p. 112].

The following lemma from [4] will be needed.

Lemma C. Assume, that 1 < p < °o and there is a K, independent of f, such-

that

f    \?id)\pWid)dd<K   f"    \fid)\pWid)dd
J—n J—n

for every f with period 2n.   Then there is a constant C depending only on p and

K such that
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r  \Jid)\p'wid)-1Ap-l)dd<c r  \fid)\p'wid)-l/(p-l)dd
J — n J—n

where f is any function of period 2n and l/p + l/p   = 1.

This is Lemma 3, p. 376 of [4]; it is proved by a simple duality argument.

Lemma 9.   Let p satisfy 1 < p < 2  and let  WÍB) satisfy the A    condition.

Then there is a constant  C, independent of f and a, such that

f   wid)dd<ca~p C   \fid)\pwid)dd
J D J—n

a

for a > 0 and functions f with period 277.

This lemma is the same as Lemma 7 except that the requirement that  W

satisfy the Helson-Szego condition has been dropped.  The proof of Lemma 7 can

be repeated through the end of the proof of (3-3) since this part of the proof did

not use the Helson-Szego condition.  The proof of Lemma 9, therefore, can be

completed by proving that  (3.4) is true  with the hypotheses of Lemma 9.

To do this apply Lemma 5  and Lemma B to  W(0).  This shows that there are

bounded functions   U(0) and  Vid) with period 2?7 suchthat  WÍd) = expVuíd) + V(0)]

for almost every  0.  Choose an  r so that  r > 2  and |V(0)|/(r - l) is bounded by

77/4.  Then [W(0)A      r-1' satisfies the Helson-Szego condition.   Furtheimore,

since   l/(r- l) < l/(p - l), Holder's inequality shows that  [Wid)]~1/{r~ X) satis-

fies the condition  A  ,.  Since   1 < r' < 2, Lemma 8  can be applied to show that

there is a constant  C, independent of h, such that

f  \h'id)\/wid)'l/(r-l)dd<c r  \hid)\r'w{d)-l/{r-l)dd
J-n J-n

for every function  hid) with period  277.  Lemma C  then implies the existence of a

constant   C, independent of  h, such that

(3.20) f    |i(0)|rW(0)a"0<C   f    \híd)\rWÍd)d6
J-n J-n

for every function  hid) with period  2?7.

Now to prove  (3.4) start with the fact that the left side of (3.4) is bounded

above by

(3.21) 2ra-'   f    \gXd)\rWid) dd.
J-n

Applying (3.20) shows that  (3.21) is bounded by

(3.22) Ca"r   r    |g(0)|rW(0)a-0.
./-rr

Since   |g(0)| < 2a for almost every  0, (3.22) is bounded by

(3.23) Ca~p   f*    \gid)\pWid)dd.
J-n
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Since (3.23) is the same as (3.18), the proof that (3.23) is bounded by the right

side of (3.4) is the same as the proof that (3.18) has that bound. This completes

the proof of Lemma 9.

The proof of Theorem 4 for  1 < p < 2 follows from Lemma 9 in the same way

that Lemma 8 followed from Lemmas 7 and 6.  For p > 2 the result follows from

Lemma C and the result for  1 < p < 2.  For p = 2 use Lemma A to obtain an  r,

1 < r < 2, such that  W satisfies the condition  A .  By the first case proved in this

theorem, there is a   C such that

f  \7id)\rwid)dd<c £ \fid)\rwid)dd.

Since   W also satisfies the condition  A ., by the second case proved in this theo-

rem there is a  C such that

f   |?t0)|4W(0)a'0<C   f   |/(0)| 4W(0)«-0.

The Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem then implies that there is a   C such that

f  \?ld)\2wid)dd< c fn \fid)\2wid)dd.

To prove Theorem 5  use will be made of the fact that

(3.24) Tfid) < C[/*(0) + QTid)]

where      denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function operator defined in (2.2).

Inequality  (3-24) can be proved by combining the proof of Theorem 7.38, p. 279,

Vol. I of [13] with Lemma 7.1, p. 154, Vol. I of [13].  By Corollary 4 of [9]

there is a constant  C, independent of g, such that

(3.25) T  [g*id)]pwid)dd<c (n  \gid)\pwid)de
J—n J-tr

tot every  g with period  2rz since   W satisfies the  A     condition.   Theorem 5  fol-

lows immediately by using (3.24) and (3.25) and then applying Theorem 4.

4. A weak type result for p = 1.

Theorem 6.   If W(d) has period 2v and satisfies the A     condition, a > 0  and

f(d)  has period 2rr, then there is a constant  C, independent of f and a, such that

f   w(d)dd<ca-1 (R \f(d)\w(o)dd.
Jba J-n

To prove Theorem 6, follow the proof of Lemma 7 through the decomposition

of fid) into the sum of the functions   bid)  and gid).  Let   B    be the subset of

[-77, 77] where  Tbid) > a/2 and let Gfl be the subset of [-77, n] where Tgid) > a/2.

It will be sufficient to prove that
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(4.1)

and

(4.2)

f    wid)dd< ca~l   r   \fid)\WÍd)dd
J ß J — n

f    Wid)dd<Ca~l   r   |/(0)| wie)
JC, ~ J-n

dd

where the  C is independent of / and  a.

To prove  (4.1) we will first prove that if 0 £ A, then

(4.3)    su
u! Je<\d-4>\<"

bicp) dep

2tan(0-cA)/2
< 12ci*(0) + £

k
I bicp) dep

k  2 tan (0 - <p)/2

where  A  is defined as in Lemma 7 and  b id) is the maximal function of b as

defined in (2.2).

To prove  (4.3) fix ( > 0 and let  Q be the union of [0 - e, 0 + e] and the two

intervals obtained from this interval by translating by  2t7.   Let  R be the set of k's

such that  0  intersects   /,   and let   5 be the set of the other  k's.   Because of the
~- Ze

periodicity of the integrand

(4.4)
Je<\e-4>\<n

bicp) dep

2 tan (0 - ef>)/2

and this is bounded by the sum of

(4.5)

and

(4.6)

I
keR

keS

f,

C bicp) dep

J[r*,*]-0  2 tan (0 - c/.)/2

bieß dep

k-Q  2 tan(0- ifA/2

/,,

bicp) dep

k  2 tan (0 - 4>)/2

Now let  0    be the union of [0 -2c, d + 2el and its two translates by  277.

Given a  k in  R, since  0 is not in  H,   and Q intersects  A /^ is a subset of Q

Therefore, (4.5) is bounded by

bicp)

(4.7) J«\e-4>\< it e-cp
dep.

It is immediate that  (4.7)  is bounded by  12e (0).  It is also immediate that (4.6)

is bounded by the second term on the right side of  (4.3); this completes the proof

of (4.3).

Now let   B   ,  be \JH,, let  B   , be the subset of [-77, 77] where  b id) > a/48,

and let  B   , be the subset of A where
a)
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k
I

bjA) dA

k  2tan(0-0,)/2

a
> -

4'

Then  B    CB   , uS   ,uß   ,  and the proof of  (4.1) will consist of verifying  (4.1)
£7 £7 1 ÍZ 2 ZZ 3

with  B    replaced by each of the  B   ..  To prove it for B   ,  use (3-2) to show

that

(4.8) f    Wid)dÖ< £ -i- f |/(0)U0Í* wid)dd.
JBal '   k    a\Ik\  J'k lk

The right side of (4.8) is bounded by

E-rn ft \fW\w^d0
a /,    Jit

ess sup

del, wid)\ X;
W(0) a'0.

The  A    condition shows that this has the desired bound.

The estimation for  B   _,  follows immediately from Theorem 1 of [9].   For   B
a 3

start with the fact that

(4.9) f      W(0)a'0<4a-1   f   W(0)   £   f
«3 A k     '

bjA) dA

'<k2 tan(0-0)/2
dd.

The procedure used to estimate  (3.9) can now be repeated to show that (4.9) is

bounded by (3-15). The procedure used to estimate  (4.8) can then be repeated to

complete this part.   This completes the proof of (4.1).

To prove  (4.2)  start with the fact that

(4.10) f     Wid)dd<a~2    C    [Tgid)]2Wid)dd.
JG J—rr

By Holder's inequality  W(0)  satisfies the A2 condition so Theorem 5 asserts

that the right side of  (4.10)  is bounded above by

(4.11) Ca~2   (W    \gid)\2Wid) dd

and since   |g(0)| < 2a  for almost every  0, (4.11)  is bounded by

(4.12) Ca~l    C    \gid)\Wid)dd.

The fact that this is bounded by the right side of  (4.2) follows in the same way

that it was shown that  (3-18) was bounded by the right side of  (3.4).

5.  Necessity for the periodic case.

Theorem 7.   Let  WÍd)  be nonnegative and have period 2rt and assume that

1 < p < 00 and that there is a C, independent of a and j, such that

(5-1) f    Wid)dd<Ca~p  f"   \fid)\pWid)dd
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where fid)  is a function of period 2n and a > 0.  Then WÍ0) satisfies the A

condition or W(0) = 0 for almost all d or WÍd) = °° for almost all 0.

Fix an interval  / with 0 < |/| < n/4. We will show that

(5.2) (jj wíd)dd)(f¡ [wid)]~mp-l) ddY l <c\i\p

where  C is independent of  /.  This is sufficient to show that  WÍd)  satisfies one

of the asserted conditions because of the periodicity of W.

Assume that p > 1  and define  A = /, [WÍ0)]~ 1/(p~ l)dd.  If A = 0, (5.2) is

true because of the convention 0 • °° = 0.

If A = °o, then  Vwid)]~   /p is not in  Lp   on   /.   Therefore, there is a periodic

function g(0) that is  0 outside   / and its periodic images such that  g  is in   Lp

on   / and  ¡, W~1/pgdd = «..   Let  fid) = [w(0)]~ l/pgid)  and let  / be one of the

two intervals with  |/| = |/|   and exactly one end point in common with   /.   Then

since   |/(0)| = °° on  /,   /CD    for every  a and

f wid)dd<ca~p ( \fid)\pwid)dd= ca-p f [gid)]pdd
JJ Jl JI

for every a > 0.  Therefore, /. Wdd = 0 and this implies that /, W~1/{p~l^ dd = oo.

The argument can then be repeated to show that /. Wdd = 0 and this implies (5.2).

If 0 < A < oo, let fid) = [W(0)]~1/(p_1) on  / and its periodic images and  0

elsewhere.   For  0 in /,

17(0)1 > c I fiep)    JrA>  CA

10-01        -  |/|

Then let a = CA/|/|  in (5.1) and use the fact that  D    D/. This gives

(5.3) f Wid)dd<C\l\pAl-p.
J J

If /, W~     '^~    dd = oo; the reasoning used for the case A = oo would pro-

duce the contradiction A = <».  If j"    W~ !/'p~ l 'dd = 0, WÍd) = oo almost every-

where in  /; this contradicts  (5.3)-   Therefore,

(5-4) 0<   f   [W(0)]-1/(i'-1A0<oO.

Then repeating the reasoning used to obtain (5.3) shows that

(5.5) rXW(Ml|~J   ̂ "Wf"1,¿9lí '   <C|/|*.

Now multiply (5-3) by  Ap~    and multiply the resulting inequality by (5.5)-

This gives

(5.6)       ïf Wid)dd~\ïf  [Wíd^-^-^ddY      lf¡Wíd)dd'\Ap-l<C\l\2p
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Because of (5. 3) and (5.4) 0 < W(0) < °o for almost every 0 in /. Therefore, by

Holder's inequality the product of the first two terms in (5.6) is bounded below by

\l\p.  This proves (5.2) in this case.

If p = 1  and ess infge/ W(0) = <», then (5.2) is true for all  C.  Otherwise,

given e > 0, there is a subset  E of I   such that  |F| > 0 and W(0) < ( +

ess inf ,   . W(0) for all 0 in F.  Define fid) = 1  on  E and its periodic images

and 0 elsewhere.  Then  |/(0)| > C|F|/|/|  on / and (5.1) implies that

f wid) dd<^-   f    W(0) dd < C\I | \( + ess inf WiA)\.
JJ -   \E\  Je I        ¿e/ J

Since this is true for every ( > 0, it follows that

(5.7) f   W(0)a"0< C\I\ ess inf W(0).

The reasoning that led from  (5.3) to  (5.2) can now be used to show that  (5.7)

implies  (5.2).

6.  Weighted mean convergence of Fourier series.  In this section s (/, 0) will

be used to denote the rnh partial sum of /'s Fourier series. To avoid complica-

tions, s  (/, 0)  will be assigned the value  <*>  if / is not integrable.  The result to

be proved is the following.

Theorem 8.   // WÍd)  is nonnegative and has period 2tt and 1 < p < <x>( then

the following statements are equivalent.

(a) There is a constant C, independent of I, such that for every interval I,

(6.1) |"-L f{ w(d)de\[j- J? [wm-^f-^ddY ' < c.

(b) There is a constant C, independent of /, such that ¡or every f of period

277,

r   kif, d)\pw(d)dd < c Ç"   \f(d)\pwid)dd.
J —n        n J — rr

(c) // f(d)  has period 2n and  f^ \f(d)\pW(d) dd < ~, then

lim   T   |/(0) - s (/, d)\pw(o)dd=o.
n—'»o  J —rT n

The proof that (a) implies  (b) and (b) implies  (c) is essentially the proof

given for Theorem 6.4, p. 266, Vol. I of [13]. With the notation g (d) = f(d) cos nd

and  h (d) = fid) sin tz0 and  s* (/, 0) = g   (d) sin nd-t id) cos nd,

\s*nif,d)-snif,d)\<±f_n \fiA)\dA.

Then
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.*„</. VI < Yn f-n   l/(^l ̂  + l«»(ö)l + l^(Ö)l-

Holder's inequality and the condition in statement  (a) can be used on the first

tetm and Theorem 1  can be used on the second and third terms to show that state-

ment (a) implies statement (b).

If W(0) = <*> almost everywhere then statement (c) is trivial.  If  W(0) < 00 on

a set of positive measure, then statement  (b) implies that f"_    WÍd) dd < °°, and,

therefore, trigonometric polynomials are dense in the set of functions with norm

(/I    |/(0)|i>W(0)a'0)1/p < 00. Statement  (c) then follows from statement (b) in the

same way that this implication is shown in the proof of Theorem 6.4, Vol. I, p. 266

of [13].

To prove that statement (c) implies statement (b), observe first that if

WÍd) = 0 almost everywhere or WÍd) = oc almost everywhere, then statement (b) is

ttue.  To prove that (c) implies  (b) for other W's  it will first be shown that

statement  (c) implies that W~   '^p~      and W are integrable on  [-77, 77].

To show that  w       ^ is integrable on [-77, 77] if statement (c) holds and

WÍd) > 0 on a set of positive measure, assume the contrary.  Then  W~     p is not

in  Lp    on  [-77, 77].  Therefore, there is a  g in   Lp on  [-77, 77]  such that  gW~     p

is not in  L    on  [-77, 77].  Let  /= gW~   'p.  Then  / satisfies the first part of state-

ment  (c) but not the second since the fact that  / is not in   L    implies that for

every  n  \s if, 0)| = 00  for almost every  0.   This contradiction proves that

u/-l/(/>-l) ¡s integrable on [-77, 77].

To prove that W is integrable on [- n, 77] if statement (c) holds and WÍd) < 00

on a set of positive measure, a simple duality argument suffices. It is easy to see

that if statement (c) is true and gp W~l''p~   ' is integrable on [-77, 77], then

lim   f   \s ig, 0) - gíd)\p'wíd)-l/(p-l)dd = 0.

The proof in the last paragraph then shows that   WÍd)~   /(-p~      raised to the power

-IZip' - l) is integrable on [-77, 77].  This power of   W is equal to   W.

Now since   \s if, d)\ < in + l) f_    \ficp)\ dep Holder's inequality and the two

integrability facts just proved show that for each 72 the mapping from /to  s (/)

is a bounded operator in the space with norm if"_n \f\pWdd)    p. The Banach-

Steinhaus theorem can then be applied to statement (c) to get statement (b).

There remains only the proof that statement  (b) implies statement (a).  To do

this fix an  / with  |/| < 77/4 and let  72 be the greatest integer less than or equal

to 77/4|/|.  Let fid) be nonnegative on / and its periodic images and 0 elsewhere.

Then for  0 in  /,

, , 1   C /(0)sin(72+M)(0    0) 1   Ç |/(0)1 sin 377/8
" \n JI      2sin(0-0)/2 ~ n J\ n/4n
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Using this in statement  (b) shows that for any nonnegative  /,

(6,2) ß |/(0)! VIT/, W(0)«0j < C\I\P J( 1/(0)1^(0)^0.

Let A - Í, [W(A)]-1/{p-1)dA.  If A     0, (6.1) is immediate.  If 0 < A < ~, let

/(0) - [W(0)]-1/(p-,) in  (6.2); this leads to (6.1) after dividing by  \l\pA.   If

A - oo,   W(A)~    p is not in  Lp   on  /.   Then there is a g(A) such that g(A) is in

Lp on   / and  g(A)W(A)~ l/p is not in   L '  on  /.   Let  / (0) - g(0)[W(0)]_ ' /p, so

/(0)  is not in   L    on   /.   Using this   / in  (6.2) shows that  /. W(A) dA = 0 and  (6.1)

follows in this case also.   This completes the proof of Theorem 8.

7. Hilbert transform results.  In this section we will use the following notation:

(7.1) H fix)«  lim     -    f        .      -t^-dy,
f_0+   n J\x-y\>t x - y

(7.2) S fix) -sup I-   f,        ,     Ä-ay
e>¡5   I 77 J\x-y\>(   X - y

and

(7.3) Kfix) » lint   i   f       -     /(y)f— + -^1 •A

where k(y) -- 1 for |y| > 1 and is 0 for |y| < 1. As before, to avoid problems with

one pathological case Hf and Sf will be defined to be + <» when /(x)/(l + |x|) is

not integrable.

Theorem 9.   // 1 < p <. <x and W(x)  is nonnegative, then the following state-

ments arc equivalent ; if p     1, statements   (a),  (d), and (e) are equivalent.

(a) There is a constant  C, independent of I, such that for every interval I,

(b) There is a constant  C, Independent of f, such that

f™   \Hfix)\"Wix)dx<   C   f"   \fix)\pWix)dx.

(c) There is a constant  C, independent of /, such that

f~   \Sfix)\"W(x)dx < C j"^ \f(x)\pW(x)dx.

(d) There is a constant  (,, independent of  / and a, such thai for a > 0,

S{\Hf\>a\Wix)dX^Ca~P  fl^x)\^x)dx-

(e) There is a constant  C, independent of f and a, such that for a > 0,
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f, . Wix)dx < Ca~p   r \fix)\pWÍx)dx.
J\Sf>a\ - J-oo

As in the case of Theorem 1, the hardest part of the  proof consists of showing

that (a) implies  (b).  There are two possible approaches to this proof.   One is to

use Theorem 4.  This requires the fact that there is a  C depending only on p and

the  A^  constant of  W for which the conclusion of Theorem 4 holds.  This is true
P

but the proof is long and quite technical.   It is easier to prove the following ver-

sion of Lemma 6.

Lemma 10.   Let  WÍx)  satisfy the A.   condition and assume that WÍx) =

exp[(7(x) + KVÍx)]  where  U and V  are bounded and j| V"||oo < 77/2.   Then there is a

constant C, independent of f, such that

f°°   \Hfix)\2Wix) dx < C   (°°    |/(x)|2W(x)ax.
J —oo J _oo

With Lemma 10 to replace Lemma 6 the rest of the proof of Theorem 9 is like

the ptoof of Theorem 1   with some obvious modifications.   Consequently, the only

part of the proof of Theorem 9 that will be discussed here is the proof of Lemma

10. Since the proof of Lemma 10 is similar to that of Lemma 6, we will only

sketch the main points.

As in Lemma 6, we may assume that  W(x) = exp KV(x).  Let  WÍx, t),   VÍx, t),

and   KVÍx, t) denote the Poisson integrals of  W,  V, and   KV respectively.   By

Lemma 3 W(x, t) exists and satisfies  WÍx, t) < Ct~   jA_   I   t WÍy) dy since  W

satisfies the  A2 condition.- KV(x, t) exists; this is stated in  [2l and proved in

[3].   By verifying the Cauchy-Riemann equations we see that   KVÍx, t) - iVÍx, t)

is analytic for  7 > 0, and thetefore, the function  wix + it) = exp[KV(x, t) - z'V(x, t)]

is analytic for  t > 0.  Since   || VH^ < 77/2, there is a positive constant   C, such that

C\wix + it)\ < Re wix+it)< \wix+it)\

and, therefore, since  lim       „ \wíx + it)\ = WÍx) almost everywhere,   C WÍx) <

Re wix) < WÍx).  Moreover, since   |Ax + it)\ < WÍx, t) by Jensen's inequality,

VÍX+ it)\ < ct~l    f. ,      Wiy)dy.
J x-y <i-y|<Z

Let  f(x) be any infinitely differentiable function with compact support and let

fiy)F(z) m 1 r- m. dy,
in   J-00 y — z

it.

F is analytic in   t > 0 and is the Poisson integral of / + iHf.  Since  /+ iHf is

bounded, F is bounded and since  / has compact support, \FÍz)\ = 0(|z|~  )  as

1*1 - -•
We claim the analytic function  F w is in  H  .  For  / > 0,
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r. F(x+ it)\  \wix+ it)\ dx

<C  f""   \W{X+It)ldx<c  r    _1_   f        .       Wiy)dydx.
-      J-°°   l + x2 + i2       -      J-oc   t{l + x2+t2) J\x-y\<t

Changing the order of integration in this last expression and making a simple

estimation of the size of the resulting inner integral, we obtain

XIIF(x + ff)l 2\w{x+ H)\ dx^c J1  W(y)  dV
°°  1 + y2

for t > 0.  By Lemma 3, F w is in  H .

If  T„,   R > 0, denotes the isosceles triangle whose base is the interval

Í-R, R.) of the  x-axis and whose altitude is   R, it then follows from Cauchy's

theorem that

(7.4) f        [Fiz)]2wiz) dz = 0.
JdTR

The part of faT     F wdz extended over the side of  T„   in the first quadrant is in

absolute value at most a constant independent of R times

R-2 jR \wix+ iiR- x))\dx.

Replacing tzXx + iR - ix) by its upper bound

f Wiy) dy
J\x-y\<(R-x)/2

and changing the order of integration we obtain at most a constant times

The last expression tends to zero as S —» °o since j"""^ ["/(y)/(l + y )] dy < oo.

Since the same argument can be used for the side of T„ in the second quadrant

we obtain from  (7.4) the fact that

f~   [/(%)+ iHfix)]2wix)dx=0.

The rest of the proof of Lemma 10 for functions which are infinitely differen-

tiable with compact support is the same as the proof in Lemma 6 for trigonometric

polynomials.  Since   W is integrable on any compact set, infinitely differentiable

functions with compact support are dense in the space of all / with norm

(/"^     / Wdx)" < <*>.  The lemma follows immediately from these two facts.

8. The discrete case.  Given a sequence b , -oo < tz < oo, define

C

R - X  ' \x-y I

b   =   Y   —^—   and     Tb   =  sup
"      ^   n - m n j

k>0
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b    and  Tb    will be taken as oo if the defining sums do not converge.  The

analogue of Theorem 9 is then true and can be stated as follows.

Theorem 10.   // 1 < p < oo  and w, > 0, then the following statements are

equivalent; if p = 1   statements (a), (d), and (e) are equivalent.

(a)  There is a  C such that for every pair of integers  m, n, with  m < n,

\L wk\\í
Lk=m        J L k-m

iwA-1/{p-1)\\P'1 <Cin-m+ l)t

(b) There is a constant  C, such that for every sequence b,,  ~%Ay__BO \b    I A,

<Cl°?        \b,\pw,.— *=— oo   I    2.1        k

(c) There is a constant  C, such that for every sequence  b,,   X, _        | 7"¿?. |   "■',

<cr     \b.\pw..
- 7i = -00    I     k1 k

(d) There is a constant  C, such that for every sequence  b,   and a > 0,

ï\ï;k\,a™k<c«-pK,-oo\h\p™k-

(e) There is a constant  C, such that for every sequence  b,   and a > 0,

2_, w, < Ca~p ~ÏZ? \b,\pw,.
Tb/t>a     k— fe=_oo  i   k>       k

It is sufficient to prove that (a) implies (c) for p > 1, (a) implies  (e) for

p = 1  and (d) implies (a) for p > 1. The proof that (d) implies  (a) is the same

as the proof of Theorem 7.  The proof that (a) implies (e) for p = 1  will be

omitted since it is like the proof that (a) implies (c) for p > 1.  Therefore, all

that will be proved here is that  (a)  implies  (c) for  p > 1.

To do this, fix sequences   b,  and  w, , define   W(x) to be  w,   for  k - % <

x < k + % and linear between, and define  f(x) to be   b,   for  k-lA<x<k + ]4 and

0  between.   Then it is routine to verify that   W(x) satisfies the condition in part

(a) of Theorem 9.   It is also simple to show that

2/(y)r imdy-   z  A <f ,
J\x-y\>n+V2   x - y \k~\>nl~k     - JVi<\x "y!   (x-y)2

provided that  k - % < x < k + %.  It follows immediately that if  k - li < x < k + %,

then

(8.1) Tf>,<S/(*)+ 2   f ,-^W
«- J'/2<|x-y|  ix_y)2

Now either by integrating by parts or using Corollary 2, p. 233  of  [10], it is clear

that the second term on the right side of (S.l) is bounded by  4/' (x)  whete  /  (x)

is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function as defined in (2.2).  Therefore,

oc oo

(8.2) £    \Tbk\pwk <   X   2 f*+/l \Sfix) + 4fix)\pWix)dx.
— OO — OO ' 4

The right-hand side of  (S.2) is bounded by
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(8.3) 2p+1   r    \Sfix)\pWix)dx+2ip+1   (°°    \f*ix)\pWix)dx.
J —oo J —oo

Now use Theorem 9 on the first term of (8.3) and Theorem 2  of  [9] on the second

term.   This shows that  (8.3) is bounded by

(8.4) C   f°°   \fix)\pWix)dx.
J-oo

The integral in (8.4)  is equal to  V2 ̂  \b,\   w,; this completes the proof that (a)

implies (c) in Theorem 10.
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